Nordstrom Teams Up with Fanatics to Expand into Licensed Sports Fan Product Category for
First Time
The digital-first partnership model enables Nordstrom.com to serve more customers with
expanded online choices
SEATTLE (November 18, 2021) -- Today, Nordstrom and Fanatics, a leading provider of licensed sports
merchandise and global digital sports platform, announced a new long-term partnership through which
Nordstrom.com customers will have access to shop thousands of high-quality licensed sports fan
products available exclusively through Fanatics’ industry-leading assortment. Nordstrom will power the
front-end digital customer experience, while orders will be fulfilled and shipped by Fanatics. Fanatics will
also make championship products and other real-time items available that are designed and
manufactured on-demand through the company’s vertical commerce business model and agile supply
chain.
“We are thrilled to partner with Fanatics to serve both current and new customers, just in time for the
gifting season,” said Teri Bariquit, chief merchandising officer at Nordstrom. “Through this innovative
partnership model and new product category, we can now meet the needs of sports enthusiasts and the
people who shop for them. Since Fanatics is the industry leader in this category and a digital-first
company with strong investments in technology, they made the perfect fit for us to differentiate our
offer and give customers increased selection to discover.”
Earlier this year Nordstrom shared its long-term ambition for growth through increased non-wholesale
models to offer customers more choices. This partnership supports the company’s long-term strategy to
offer the broadest assortment online and deliver personalization at scale by using customer insights and
enhanced capabilities to deploy the right product to the right place at the right time. Through
Nordstrom’s customer centric, digital-first, data-driven approach to merchandising, the fashion retailer
identified the opportunity for growth in the licensed sports category within its customer base.
Through this partnership, Nordstrom is introducing an entirely new product category to its assortment
with men’s, women’s and kids licensed products in the new Nordstrom.com Sports Fan Shop. The new
vertical will feature merchandise from top leagues including the NFL, NCAA, NBA, MLB and more. The
tailored product selection is from Fanatics’ wide-ranging merchandise portfolio and includes quality
brands like Fanatics, Nike, Adidas and Mitchell & Ness.
“Fanatics is incredibly excited to partner with Nordstrom and provide its shoppers with access to a new
selection of officially licensed sports merchandise for the first time,” said Jack Boyle, Fanatics global copresident, direct-to-consumer. “We look forward to introducing this new category to their business and
creating an elevated experience for all members of the family to celebrate their pride and passion on
gamedays and beyond.”
ABOUT NORDSTROM
At Nordstrom, Inc. (NYSE: JWN), we exist to help our customers feel good and look their best. Since
starting as a shoe store in 1901, how to best serve customers has been at the center of every decision
we make. This heritage of service is the foundation we’re building on as we provide convenience and
true connection for our customers. Our digital-first platform enables us to serve customers when, where
and how they want to shop – whether that’s in-store at more than 350 Nordstrom, Nordstrom Local and

Nordstrom Rack locations or digitally through our Nordstrom and Rack apps and websites. Through it all,
we remain committed to leaving the world better than we found it.
ABOUT FANATICS
Fanatics is the ultimate one-stop sports fan destination that ignites and harnesses the passion of fans
and maximizes the presence and reach for more than 900 sports properties globally. Leveraging these
long-standing relationships, a database of more than 81 million global consumers and a trusted,
recognizable brand name, Fanatics is furthering its innovation across the sports landscape and creating a
next-gen digital sports platform, complete with offerings including merchandise, NFTs, sports betting
and gaming, trading cards and much more.
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